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Chapter 1 : Voodoo Authentica
Julie Berry's THE PASSION OF DOLSSA is the saga of year-old Dolssa de Stigata, a 13th century Catholic mystic who
is charged with heresy by the Church in the town of Tolosa (called Toulouse in modern-day France).

Creator Reilly had been credited for a large surge in the ratings for Days of Our Lives years before, thanks to
innovative storylines like that of heroine Dr. Marlena Evans being possessed by Satan that drew new viewers,
but also tended to alienate stalwart fans. With Passions, Reilly was able to start with a blank slate and no
pre-existing fan base to please. Original cast of Passions In the early days of the show, Passions heroine
Sheridan Crane is identified as a close friend of Diana, Princess of Wales ; soon Sheridan recalls speaking to
Diana on the phone immediately before the car accident in which Diana was killed. Sheridan also has a similar
accident in the same Paris tunnel, and speaks to a "guardian Angel Diana" who urges her to fight to survive,
which drew considerable controversy. For much of the first three to four years of the series, supernatural
elements such as witches , warlocks , and closet doors leading to Hell were major plot points, many
surrounding the machinations of the centuries-old witch Tabitha Lenox and her doll-brought-to-life sidekick,
Timmy â€” named by Entertainment Weekly as one of their "17 Great Soap Supercouples " in Passions
featured a story-line involving Tabitha and Timmy promoting the book, which reached 4 on the real-life New
York Times Best Seller list and garnered the series two alternative covers of TV Guide in July In , Passions
submitted an orangutan named BamBam, who had been portraying the recurring role of Precious , for a
Daytime Emmy Award. Precious was the non-speaking live-in nurse and caregiver for elderly Edna Wallace ,
and held an unrequited love for Luis Lopez-Fitzgerald , which was depicted in elaborate fantasy sequences. In
early , the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences , which administers the awards, disallowed the
entry with the following statement: This was also a daytime first, with the men portrayed in bed together,
committing -albeit unknowingly- incest. On August 15, , Passions became the first daytime drama to make full
episodes available for download and purchase from the online music store iTunes. On November 6, , the show
also became the first daytime drama to make full episodes available for free viewing via streaming on NBC.
NBC began shopping the series to other networks. In April , paid subscription service Satellite provider
DirecTV bought exclusive broadcasting rights from NBC to continue airing Passions, [18] [19] [20] with most
principal cast members staying on. The live show was also streaming live on the official Passions website at
NBC. After the series moved to DirecTV, the subscription service added a special feature where a trivia
question relating to Passions would pop up, on each episode airing on The , for viewers to use their remote
control to answer. Passions was the first soap opera to ever have this type of feature. New episodes of the
series were broadcast until August 7, , with DirecTV airing three new episodes per week starting January The
cast and crew were told at the wrap party that efforts to find a new outlet had failed and that the cancellation
was final. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements consisting
only of original research should be removed. This dream sequence would last anywhere from a few scenes to a
few episodes, typically beginning without warning. On Passions, often a dream sequence would begin with no
visual cues of any sort whatsoever, often going as far as to include contradictory elements to give the dream
sequence credence. For instance, another character may show up within the dream wearing an outfit, or
revealing information that the daydreamer had no possible way of knowing about beforehand. Characters on
the show have flashbacks to earlier events quite often, so much so that a significant portion of an episode may
be repeated scenes. For the run of the series, the show established a few couples as "fated" and, with few
short-lived exceptions, never mixed up any of the relationships. However, despite the fact that each of these
couples has existed as a storyline since the first episodes, the show seems to have given up on the "fated"
angle as it approached its end. Whitney left Chad after finding out about his affair with Vincent, and Chad
later was shot dead by his father Alistair, leaving Whitney widowed and pregnant. Sexual violence[ edit ]
Another recurring theme on Passions is sexual violence. Many storylines, especially since , have included rape
as a plot point. In , Paloma Lopez-Fitzgerald was sexually assaulted and nearly raped during a club raid. The
show then carried a plotline over whether they should do a rape test while Paloma was in a coma at the time
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she was a virgin and Jessica Bennett was also raped a few weeks later while at a club. Late in May, heiress
Fancy Crane was nearly raped by a man in Las Vegas who demanded "payment" for letting her into a party
after she lost her invitation. During the tsunami and later in November, Liz Sanbourne attempted to rape Julian
Crane at knife point. In August, Theresa Lopez-Fitzgerald was raped by Alistair Crane when she refused to
pay him with sex for helping her with visitation of her infant daughter, Jane; Theresa later married Alistair,
and he continued to rape her throughout their marriage. Also in August or September, Kay Bennett was
attacked by a gang of men while walking through the park at night, though Fox Crane soon arrived and the
two defeated the group. Liz Sanbourne also revealed during the tsunami that Julian Crane had raped her in
Boston many years previously she later revealed that it had been Alistair who had done the deed, thus
producing a son, Chad Harris-Crane. The most prominent rape storyline began in December , when Crane
heiress and police cadet Fancy Crane was raped during a sting operation designed to catch a peeping tom. The
brutal attack left Fancy in a brief coma and emotionally traumatized the young woman. Rape also played
prominently into the â€” storyline involving Mexican drug cartel leader Juanita Vasquez. Men on the show
were equally as likely to be violated as women. Eerie deaths[ edit ] One unfortunate trademark for Passions
has been eerie deaths. After five years of evil Crane patriarch Alistair being heard but never having his face
seen voiced by Alan Oppenheimer , Passions cast the role with longtime daytime veteran David Bailey. Bailey
was a hit with the cast as well as the fans, but on Thanksgiving Day , Bailey drowned in his pool, just as
scenes were airing where various characters tried to kill Alistair, who actually suffered clinical death before
being magically revived by Tabitha. Again, the viewers and the producers were stunned, but the show had no
choice but to recast the pivotal role with John Reilly. Breaking the fourth wall[ edit ] With its humor and
occasional tongue-in-cheek tone, Passions has been known to "break the fourth wall ", or somehow call
attention to the fact that the show is fictional. In one episode Fancy Crane used a magazine to hide her face
from Noah; the magazine had an image of the then-unseen Rachel Barrett with the sentence "Who is she?
They could not find him, but Valerie tracked down his last place of employment: At that time, Jesse Metcalfe
ex-Miguel was playing a gardener on the prime-time serial Desperate Housewives , which takes place on a
street called Wisteria Lane. In one August episode, Tabitha said that a certain soap opera was starting on
DirecTV and she would have to tell her friends not to call her between the hours of 2: In May while Juanita
was looking for clues in a bookstore as to where Pilar was, the bargain shelf was full of copies of Hidden
Passions. In June , Tabitha mentions the fourth hour of Today being a ratings-grabber, poking fun as to how
they canceled the soap making way for this fourth hour trying to bring the ratings on NBC up. Michael
Westmore did make up for all four Star Trek spin-off series. In the July 30, , episode, Tabitha tells Endora
about the volcano in Harmony referring to it as how Passions was canceled at the last moment and the actors
not knowing. She tells Endora to look in the bowl and Endora says she sees a man sitting at a desk with the
initials "J. Tabitha looks at the audience mentioning Universal forces and Direct Intervention. Promotion and
product placement[ edit ] During its NBC run, Passions was known to "promote" other NBC programming
within its storylines, and to incorporate commercial products into the plot in a promotional tactic known as
product placement. Reilly , head writer of Passions. In the September 4, , episode, Fox was sucked into a black
hole ; he then told Tabitha that it was the kind of black hole that one gets sucked into on the Sci Fi Channel ,
which was the channel on which Passions repeats aired in Both Jessica and Theresa were seen using
Clearblue Easy pregnancy test products. A long version of this theme was also released but was never used on
the show. From time to time, the opening theme is shortened to the last two verses to fit in extra scene time.
From January until early May the show remained dead last among all 10 soaps. From then on, Passions once
again was last in the American daytime ratings, where it would stay for virtually the rest of its run. It did top
Guiding Light on occasion, but never for more than one week at a time. From to , when Passions was at the
peak of its popularity, it averaged a weekly 2. However, the ratings slowly declined with each passing year; by
the season, the show averaged a 1. The final episode on NBC had a household rating of 1. While Passions was
never a big hit in household ratings, the show was a powerhouse in the younger-skewing demographics. The
show also ranked 2 in Women and even overtook fellow NBC soap Days of Our Lives for a short period
during the season. The highest ranking Passions ever achieved in the demographic was 4th place in November
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and once again in January After the move to DirecTV, the schedule was shortened to four days a week
Monday through Thursday plus weekend marathon encores, then later three days a week Monday through
Wednesday starting in January until the finale. The series lasted there until its final airdate on NBC in
September , at which time it was then succeeded by Guiding Light in the same time slot. On July 3, it was
reported that new Canadian premium television service Super Channel would air the DirecTV episodes of
Passions in Canada when the channel launched in October On August 11, , Super Channel began to air
Passions from the premiere episode. Season 4 premiered on July 14, Passions run on Super Channel ended on
July 3, Super Channel chose not to renew their contract due to technical issues. In , the series was moved to
an earlier 9:
Chapter 2 : The Passion of Dolssa by Julie Berry
Well, you have all been asking for a second set of decoupagable peg dolls since I came out with the first set, and here it
is!This set has the characters you need to act out the Passion of Jesus, including everyone you need for the 14 Stations
of the Cross.

Chapter 3 : Passions - Wikipedia
But all of Botille's tricks, tales, and cleverness can't protect them forever, and when the full wrath of the Church bears
down upon them, Dolssa's passion and Botille's good intentions could destroy the entire village.

Chapter 4 : Printable Peg Dolls: The Passion Set
Real Sex Dolls and Love Dolls - Ultra Realistic Sex Dolls and Adult Sex Toys Passion Dolls is an authorized USA seller
of ultra realistic sex dolls and love dolls. Our sex doll are so real you can feel the passion when you are with our sex
dolls.

Chapter 5 : Dolls Passion (@racedaydvl.comn) â€¢ Instagram photos and videos
The information about The Passion of Dolssa shown above was first featured in "The BookBrowse Review" BookBrowse's online-magazine that keeps our members abreast of notable and high-profile books publishing in the
coming weeks.
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